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MULTIVAC: Packaging concepts with paper fibre based materials
The reduction of the consumption of packaging and the
use of recyclable materials in the
production of packaging are currently at the top of the agenda in
the packaging industry and
among consumers. In the near
future, the demand for recyclable
packaging in particular will
increase significantly. With MULTIVAC PaperBoard, MULTIVAC,
as one of the leaders in the
market and technology, offers a
variety of solutions for the production of packaging based on
paper fibre that fully meet the
requirements of recyclability.
Primarily, packaging must
protect the product. In respect of
food, packaging substantially
contributes to the improved use
and prolonged shelf life. Plastic
composites, which have the required barrier properties and can be easily processed
on packaging machines, are predominantly used for this purpose.
The new German Packaging Act,
which will come into force in 2019, and
the EU Plastics Strategy, which was
adopted in January 2018, are intended to
counteract the massive increase in the
production of plastics worldwide. The
requirements essentially relate to the
introduction of a recycling economy for
the plastics industry and the reduction of
the consumption of plastics.
At MULTIVAC, these topics are not
new. "As one of the leaders in the market
and technology, we continuously strive
towards developing innovative machine
concepts and setting new standards in the
market for packaging quality and efficiency as well as the conservation of
resources and the reduction of packaging.
We are also convinced that the use of
alternative materials will create further
sustainable prospects for the future," as
Valeska Haux, Vice President Corporate
Marketing, explains and who is also
responsible for the film business at MULTIVAC.
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Alternative packaging concepts with
MULTIVAC PaperBoard

Advantages of packaging made of fibre
based materials

MULTIVAC PaperBoard offers various
solutions for the manufacture of packaging from paper fibre based materials. In
this regard, MULTIVAC works with leading manufacturers on suitable packaging
materials that can be processed in standard systems. The thermoforming packaging machines and traysealers can be
individually customised for the respective
performance requirements of the customers. They accordingly offer real added
value in terms of package quality, output
and process reliability. In addition, by
means of combining infeed, outfeed and
pack labelling modules, fully automated
packaging solutions can be offered that
fully meet the requirements in respect of
efficiency.

The use of functional layers makes it
possible to produce paper-based packs that
meet the barrier property requirements of
plastic composites. Either the paper backing
or the entire paper composite can be sent for
recycling; in this regard, countries have different regulations that need to be observed.

For example, both MAP and skin
packs made from paper fibre based materials can be implemented on the MULTIVAC systems. The backing material can
be processed either as a roll or as a cut
sheet; in addition, prefabricated trays can
be used. All the materials can be separated into their respective parts by the
end user and the paper backing sent for
recycling.

Another advantage of paper backings is
their wide design range for purposes of
printing. This contributes significantly to differentiation at the point of sale. Product data
can also be displayed on the paper backing
so that large labels can be dispensed with.

Processing cardboard trays
For the processing of cardboard trays
in MAP or skin packs, MULTIVAC offers
both thermoforming packaging machines
and traysealers that can be equipped with
appropriate modules for the infeed and
outfeed of the trays.
In contrast to the trays made of cardboard composites that are processed by
the traysealer and that can be separated
by type after use, the trays used for the
thermoforming packaging machine are
made of mono cardboard. In the thermoforming moulding die of the machine, the
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trays are equipped with a corresponding
plastic sealing layer that can then also be
separated from the cardboard after use.
The output requirements of the packaging
solution significantly influence the decision
as to the respective ideal system.

Processing cardboard backing
Skin packs on the basis of cardboard
backing can be produced with MULTIVAC
thermoforming packaging machines as well
as with traysealers. In contrast to the traysealer which processes cut cardboard
sheets, the thermoforming packaging
machine can use material from a roll, which
makes this technology far more flexible in
respect of the design of the packs. In addition, processing the material from a roll is
also significantly more efficient.

Processing malleable paper
Similarly, MAP and skin packs made of
malleable paper composites can also be
produced. Paper and cardboard composites
with different grammages and different
functional layers are used. Pack cavities
with a depth of up to 20 mm can be produced with the standard version of MULTIVAC thermoforming packaging machines.
As with the previously mentioned packs,
the materials of this pack can also be separated according to type and the paper
backing send for recycling.

MULTIVAC expertise
In order to achieve optimal results,
MULTIVAC supports its customers with
comprehensive pack tests that are then
used for a holistic assessment of the packs.
MULTIVAC, as a system supplier, also
offers suitable packaging materials that are
designed for processing in packaging
machines.
Our pronounced line expertise also
enables the development of automatic
solutions that fully meet the specific
requirements of the processors in terms of
output and process reliability. Initial customer projects have already been successfully completed.
In general, MULTIVAC has sufficient
experience in the handling of paper-based
packs – and will increasingly focus on innovative packaging concepts at future trade
fairs.
July - August 2018

MULTIVAC celebrates opening of new
production facility in Bulgaria
Yesterday, the new production plant of MULTIVAC Bulgaria Production Ltd
was inaugurated in Bozhurishte, near Sofia, with a festive opening ceremony. The
guests included Boyko Borissov, Prime Minister of Bulgaria, Emil Karanikolov,
Minister of Economy of Bulgaria, Gerogi Dimov, Mayor of Bozhurishte and Franz
Josef Pschierer, Bavarian Minister of State for Economic Affairs, Energy and
Technology, as well as other government officials and local politicians. Also participating in the celebration were representatives of the Agency for Investment and
the National Company Industrial Zones EAD, board members of the GermanBulgarian Chamber of Industry and Commerce and managing directors of MULTIVAC Hans-Joachim Boekstegers, Group CEO and Spokesman, Guido Spix, Group
CTO and COO, and Christian Traumann, Group CFO.
The new manufacturing
plant of MULTIVAC Bulgaria
Production Ltd is located in
the industrial area of
Bozhurishte and has a total
surface area of around 20,000
square metres. In addition to
a factory building with the
latest technology for the
production of MULTIVAC
Ivaylo Dimitrov, Managing Director of Bulgaria Production
Ltd., managing directors of MULTIVAC Hans-Joachim
parts, the complex also
Boekstegers, Group CEO and Spokesman, Guido Spix, Group
includes a state-of-the-art
CTO and COO, and Christian Traumann, Group CFO.
warehouse and logistics
centre, a training centre and an administration building. In addition to the
Bulgarian sales and service company headed by Trifon Filipov, an international
Shared Service Centre for IT, Strategic Purchasing, Design and Service will also be
housed in the new building.
The groundbreaking ceremony for the new production facility was celebrated
in September 2016. A total of 18.8 million euros were invested and more than 150
modern and secure jobs were created. Several initiatives were started by the company as far back as 2015 to attract young professionals in IT and logistics, among
other areas.
“We are pleased to celebrate the opening of our first production facility in
Eastern Europe here in Bozhurishte after a construction period of roughly two and
a half years”, said Hans-Joachim Boekstegers, Managing Director and Group CEO
of MULTIVAC. “Working in three shifts at this site, qualified specialists will produce machine parts and assemblies that meet the MULTIVAC quality standard. We
are using modern turning and milling machines just as we also use at our headquarters in Germany. Incidentally, just a few weeks after commissioning, we are
already utilising our full capacity.”
Ivaylo Dimitrov, Managing Director of Bulgaria Production Ltd, added: “We
are proud that the MULTIVAC Group has opted for Bulgaria as the place to
expand its production capacity. Our goal is to be one of the most modern production sites within the Group and to guarantee the high MULTIVAC standards
through our specialists.”
In addition to the new plant in Bulgaria, MULTIVAC has eleven additional production sites in Germany, Austria, Spain, Brazil, Japan, Finland and the USA, as
well as more than 80 sales and service companies worldwide.
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